Reference Request - Accept/Decline

Please accept or decline this reference request below.

Reference requested for nominee: 
By Nominator: 
Your Name: 
Your Member #: 

[ ] Accept  [ ] Decline

Continue
A reference form is an important contribution to the IEEE Fellow Committee’s decision whether to recommend a Nominee to the IEEE Board of Directors for elevation to Fellow grade. References must cite specific evidence of the uniqueness and impact of at least one of the contributions of the Nominee. Nonspecific comments, such as this person or work are outstanding, without identifying a substantial contribution to professional knowledge, widely used technologies, or industry processes, products and services, are of no value. Comments about the relative contributions by the Nominee to any work attributed to more than the Nominee, for example, if the Nominee is a co-author of a listed work, are of value. A nomination for IEEE Fellow grade will not be considered by the IEEE Fellow Committee unless three eligible references are submitted on or before 07 February.
Fellow Nomination - Reference Submission

Disclaimer: At different stages of the review process, in order to preserve the anonymity of the reference, the replies to sections 1, 2, and 4 will be hidden. The IEEE Fellow Committee will see all replies for every section on this form.

Click here to view the Nomination Form

* Required field

Nominee Name: (Field required)
Nominator Name: (Field required)
Reference Name: (Field required)

1. Reference contact information:

Please ensure your IEEE Membership Profile information is up to date and your IEEE Membership is active prior to completing this form.

Reference E-mail: 9961205@ieee.org
City: Piscataway

US State/Canadian Province: New Jersey
Other State/Province:
Country/Region: USA

2.* Describe your relationship to the Nominee and how you personally became aware of the importance of the Nominee’s extraordinary accomplishments and their impact to society at large. (Not more than 100 words.)

(Not more than 100 words)

3.* On the basis of your personal knowledge of the work of the Nominee, please indicate whether or not, the Nominee meets the requirements for Fellow grade. What distinguishes the Nominee’s contributions? Explain from your perspective (not copied from the nomination form), the impact on professional knowledge, widely used technologies, or industry processes, products, and services of at least one of the outstanding contributions made by the Nominee. How do the Nominee’s accomplishments compare with those other Fellows with whom you are familiar (not naming individuals)? Have the Nominee’s contributions made a significant difference to society at large, and if so, how?

(Not more than 300 words)

4.* Provide a brief listing of your own credentials.

(Not more than 100 words)

5.* For each of the two contributions listed on the nomination form, indicate the category to which they each had a significant impact and would qualify the Nominee for Fellow grade.

5a.* First Contribution.
- Technology Innovator
- Research Engineer/Scientist
- Educator
- Technical Leader
- Standards Contributor

5b.* Second Contribution.
- Technology Innovator
- Research Engineer/Scientist
- Educator
- Technical Leader
- Standards Contributor

6.* Indicate the Nominee’s level of qualification for Fellow Grade.

- Extraordinarily Qualified
- Highly Qualified
- Qualified
- Marginally Qualified
- Not Qualified

☐ Please check this box to confirm you are NOT an IEEE Staff person.

Nomination Home  Save Progress  Submit Reference

Once you submit your form, it will be shared with The IEEE Fellow Committee.